Intern Business Development Logistics (f/m)

Berlin, Germany

AUTO1 Group is the most valuable start up in Europe with a valuation of €2.9 billion and is backed by SoftBank’s Vision Fund. We are Europe’s leading car trading platform which connects the automotive industry through technology. Our business activities expand into more than 30 European countries and enable dealers and consumers to trade seamlessly via our brands AUTO1.com, wirkaufendeinauto.de and AutoHero. In 2017 we have traded 420,000 vehicles.

We are looking for an Intern to support the further improvement and diversification of our global logistics network. You will have an opportunity to run your own projects from start to finish and to work on process optimization across our supply-chain. We are looking for someone for 3 - 6 months, ideally starting in September or October 2018.

**What you should bring:**

- You are a Student or recent graduate, ideally in Business, Economics, SCM or in another relevant field
- Excellent analytical skills, keen attention to detail, results-driven mindset and a hands-on mentality
- First experience in fast-paced startup, investment banking or consulting is a plus
- An affinity for entrepreneurship, e-commerce, logistics, startups and/or the automotive industry
- A lot of drive, high ambition and a strong desire to learn
- Fluency in English, German is a plus

**What you will do:**

- Create presentations, deep-diving analyses and market reports for our team, top management and external stakeholders
- Convert the insights from your analyses into the operational set-up of new processes and the improvement of existing ones
- Manage your own projects, hands-on and with tons of responsibility
- You will cooperate with other central departments, international AUTO1 teams, and external partners including the biggest logistics providers in Europe
- You constantly look for ways to improve the current processes and financial & operational KPIs of logistics

**What you will get:**

- High level of autonomy, responsibility and ownership
- Learn how to manage projects end-to-end and implement operational processes
- The chance to become a part of the digital revolution in the automotive sector
- Team and company events like international nights, summer parties, soccer, etc.
- Attractive discounts on different services like gym, public transport, leisure activities
- Diverse, fun and open-minded team in a nice office at Potsdamer Platz Nr. 1

**Contact**

Niklas Schramme
+49 30 201 638 2097
careers@auto1-group.com
auto1-group.com/jobs